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learning, literature and remembrance in english classrooms - learning, literature and remembrance in
english classrooms ann-marie einhaus this years centenary has served so far to (re-)kindle old and new
debates about the popular memory of the first world war and how it may link to teaching. in january 2014 one
such controversy was sparked by the secretary of state for education, michael gove, whose remarks on the
dissemination of purportedly ... irony and poetry of the first world war - irony and the poetry of the first
world war is a study of one of the most distinctive features of war literature, which has often been mentioned
but which has never been analysed in detail. in it i have concentrated on the english literary legacy of the first
world war, which has attracted an international readership over the past ninety years. my debt in writ-ing this
book is therefore not ... south african great war poetry 1914-1918: a literary ... - african war poetry in
general by scholars of mars’s verse. furthermore, the greater majority of the poets in this publication are male.
women war poets are seemingly subject to the same canonical omission as their male counterparts had been
before . the oxford book ’s publication. may wedderburn cannan (1893-1973) is the only instance of a british
woman war poet from the first world war ... civilian poets and poetry of the crimean conflict: the war ...
- civilian poets and poetry of the crimean conflict: the war at home tai-chun ho ph.d. university of york english
and related literature december 2014 . ii abstract cast in the shadow of the soldier-poets of the first world war,
the civilian poets of the crimean war (1854-56) have long been dismissed as ill-informed patriots. challenging
this long-standing assumption, this thesis argues that ... maria geiger - war, literature & the arts - maria
geiger no trench required validating the voices of female poets of wwi i t is an ironic fact that the canon of wwi
poetry is still defined by those who historically manned the actual cannons, the male soldiers. the 1914-1918
wwi canon is dominated by combatant poets who are perceived of as anti-war because of their use of proselike “trench lyrics.” the wwi canon includes very few ... apollinaire’s trench journalism and the affective
public ... - of living at the front in both his poetry and trench journalism. apollinaire’s trench journalism and
the affective public sphere birgit van puymbroeck and cedric van dijck o n december 1, 1918, the mercure de
france published guillaume apollinaire’s influential manifesto “l’esprit nouveau et les poètes” (“the new spirit
and the poets”), which had been presented on november 26 ... representation of war in british women’s
poetry of the ... - historians, literary scholars, and political scientists discussing how the notions of gender
were modified by the world wars; and also a more recent research coming out of war: poetry, grieving and the
culture of the world wars, published by an american professor janis p. stout in 2006. other scholars cited in the
thesis include nosheen khan, jon silkin, james campbell, and michael williams ... not so quiet on the eastern
front: a seminar report from ... - not so quiet on the eastern front: a seminar report from the trenches of
the 37th annual meeting of the german studies association heather r. perry, emre sencer, john w. steinberg in
recent years, scholars seem to have rediscovered the “eastern front” of world war i in europe. for nearly a
century, the history and cultural study of europe’s great war has focused on the western front ... re-imagining
the first world war - effort through their actions on the home front, but also for those (self- )excluded from
the “brotherhood,” who would as a result be denied not merely the status of citizens but, consequently, their
right to live as well. siegfried sassoon, fellow-traveler: poetry, socialism, and ... - siegfried sassoon,
fellow-traveler: poetry, socialism, and the british veterans’ movement f or many students of modern british
letters siegfried sassoon (1886-1967) is the paradigmatic “war-poet,” with all the power (and limitation) the
term implies.1 shocked by his war experiences, as the story goes, he shed his pre-war romanticism and
perfected a satiric and epigrammatic style ably ... dominion cartoon satire as trench culture narratives
... - dominion cartoon satire as trench culture narratives: complaints, endurance and stoicism. jane chapman,
professor of communications, lincoln university (uk), research associate, wolfson college cambridge. dan ellin,
warwick university (uk). keywords: 1914-18, world war 1, canadian, australian, new zealander, trench culture,
cartoons, trench newspapers, humour, courage, western front. abstract ... world war one - ut liberal arts world war one - trench warfare simulation purpose: have the students discover the conditions in the trenches
teks correlation (1) history. the student understands traditional historical points of reference in world history.
the student is expected to: (f) identify major causes and describe the major effects of the following important
turning points in world history from 1914 to the present ...
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